Objective: Motivational Interviewing (MI) can effectively stimulate motivation for health behavior change, but the active ingredients of MI are not well known. To help clinicians further stimulate motivation, they need to know the active ingredients of MI. A psychometrically sound instrument is required to identify those ingredients. The purpose of this study is to describe and evaluate the capability of existing instruments to reliably measure one or more potential active ingredients in the MI process between clients and MI-therapists. Methods: We systematically searched MedLine, Embase, Cinahl, PsycInfo, Cochrane Central, specialised websites and reference lists of selected articles. Results: We found 406 papers, 60 papers were retrieved for further evaluation, based on prespecified criteria. Seventeen instruments that were specifically designed to measure MI or aspects of MI were identified. Fifteen papers met all inclusion criteria, and reported on seven instruments that assess potential active ingredients of the interactive MI process. The capability of these instruments to measure potential active ingredients in detail and as a part of the interactive MI process varies considerably. Three of these instruments measure one or more potential active ingredients in a reliable and valid way. Conclusion: To identify the potential active ingredients in the interactive MI process, a combination of the SCOPE (which measures potential technical active ingredients) and the GROMIT or the global ratings of the MISC2 (to measure potential relational ingredients) seems favourable. © 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction
Currently Motivational Interviewing (MI) is applied in a number of target populations and problem areas and benefits from an increasing popularity. It addresses a range of behaviors, such as reducing substance abuse, diet and exercise, and other lifestyle outcomes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Evidence suggests that MI is effective, especially in substance use disorders [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . However, questions such as "How does MI work?" and "What are the active ingredients of MI?" remain unanswered [1, 3, 5, 7] .
MI is "a collaborative counseling style for strengthening a person's own motivation and commitment to change" ( [8] , p234). It pays particular attention to the language of change, also called "change talk" (favoring change: e.g. "I probably should quit smoking") and "sustain talk" (favoring not changing: e.g. "I don't think I can quit"), which refers to statements in which the client expresses some kind of motivation for change. MI is a complex behavioral intervention [7, 8] , and MI sessions are complex processes of therapist utterances influencing client utterances and vice versa, in which the therapist continually makes choices in MI techniques and strategies. Through these techniques and strategies, the therapist elicits the client's own good reasons for change, discussed within a good client-therapist relationship, and by this the active ingredients of MI are applied in the therapeutic process. These active ingredients are "the key therapist strategies that facilitate positive change" ( [9] , p860). For MI, however, the active ingredients are not well known, although there are some indications for potential active ingredients from research (e.g. [10] ). Currently, the ingredients of the MI-process are derived from MI-theory [7, 11] . If we can measure the MI-process with a focus on these (potential) active ingredients, we may obtain a better insight in the actual active ingredients within the MI-process and how they influence the patient's behavior. For this we need an instrument that measures the MI-process in a valid and reliable way, meaning that the instrument should represent these potential active ingredients.
The aim of the current literature review is to describe and evaluate the capability of existing instruments to measure one or more potential active ingredients of the interactive MI-process between clients and MI therapists in a valid and reliable way. Such an instrument should measure at least a part of the potential active ingredients of the MI-process.
Conform Miller & Rose [11] , we distinguish a relational and a technical category of potential active ingredients. In the "relational category" appreciation of the client-therapist-relationship, well-timed and skillfully performed empathic understanding and MI-Spirit (a composition of partnership, acceptance, and compassion), are associated with better outcomes [10] [11] [12] . The "technical category" comprises the use of MItechniques and strategies to evoke client change talk. MI-consistent behavior is associated with more client change talk, while MI-inconsistent behavior is associated with more client sustain talk. And these client expressions are associated with treatment outcomes [8, 10] . Amrhein et al. [13] found that client commitment statements predicted the effect of MI on drug use outcomes. Other client expressions, such as statements about reasons for change, and average strength of ability statements, may also be associated with improved outcomes [10, [14] [15] [16] [17] . These studies indicate that in MI client change talk may be related to "processes occurring within the client, the mechanism of change" ( [9] , p. 860). So, to promote change, the therapist employs the active ingredients to stimulate the mechanisms of change.
Although the processes underlying MI and its active ingredients remain unclear, some of the potential active ingredients relate to therapist behavior or to client-change talk.
Consequently, for process research, suitable instruments show (a) which relational and/or technical ingredients the therapist employs, and preferably also when and how the therapist uses these ingredients, and/or (b) the client motivational process, made visible through the client change talk or sustain talk. The instrument or the combination of instruments should enable the study of the effects of the therapist behavior in detail, by evaluating its immediate effect on the client behavior. To study this interactive MI-process, the order of the therapistclient interaction must be maintained as much as possible to bring into focus the interactive process. If we can identify the active ingredients of MI, clinicians will be able to purposefully apply these active ingredients, which will enhance the effectiveness of MI.
In the current literature review we will discuss the potential of the available instruments to measure (a part of) one or more potential active ingredients of the interactive MI-process. We will also evaluate the psychometric properties of these instruments.
Methods

Literature search
We searched computerized databases (MedLine, Embase, Cinahl, PsycInfo, Cochrane Central), with the following search string, using free text search terms: ((motivation OR motivational) AND (interview OR interviewing) OR (motivational interviewing)) AND (intervention fidelity OR skill OR evaluation) AND (validity OR reliability). The searches covered the period from 1990 to December 2013. No additional limits were used. This search included the bibliographies on www.motivationalinterview.org. We also searched for relevant cross-references in the reference lists of the selected articles.
Selection and quality assessment
It may be possible that an instrument or a combination of instruments jointly disclose the interactive process. The instrument must provide sufficient information to allow inferences on therapist behavior and strategies, and their effect on the client. All kinds of existent MI-instruments (e.g. training tools, research tools, proficiency measurement tools) may be suitable to contribute to this, on the condition that the instrument measures a potential active ingredient and/or its effect on the client in a valid and reliable (preferably expressed in Intraclass Correlation Coefficient/ICC or Kappa) way. Also, the measurement should be detailed enough to gain insight in the interactive process. Coding systems that divide therapist and/or client behavior in only two categories each (e.g. elicited change talk: yes/no), are considered to offer not enough information for this purpose. So we used the following inclusion criteria to select instruments for this review. (1) The instrument specifically addresses measuring the execution of MI, (2) the instrument brings into focus one or more potential active ingredients in the MI-process and/ or their effect on client behavior, (3) the measurements are based on observations, and (4) the instrument collects detailed information.
Two researchers independently selected the articles based on prespecified criteria (first selection on title and abstract, second selection on full text) and each read the full text of the selected articles to perform the quality assessment. In case of disagreement on the data, the text of the original paper was checked. The quality assessment focused on the procedures, as described in the articles that reported on the studies, to assess the risk of bias (RoB) that may have occurred in the process of reliability-testing of the instrument. Since we did not find a suitable checklist to assess the RoB in the development of instruments for complex behavioral interventions, we developed a structured assessment form that all researchers used for the quality assessment. This form is based on the assumptions that (1) the reliability sample should be randomly chosen, and (2) big enough to avoid selection bias. Also, to avoid information bias, (3) the coders should be trained well enough to be able to code this complex behavioral intervention in a reliable way. Finally, also to avoid information bias, (4) to maintain the acquired coding skills, and to keep coding reliably, supervision or regular coding meetings are necessary. Hence, our structured RoBform assessed (a) the sampling method (random or nonrandom), (b) the size of the reliability sample (the proportion of the sessions that was used to measure the inter-rater agreement), (c) the duration of the coder training (number of hours), and (d) the existence of ongoing supervision/coder meetings during the coding period.
Data extraction
The same two researchers each independently extracted the data from the selected studies and from the instruments, via a structured data extraction form. The collected data of interest included the goal of the instrument, the ingredients that are measured, the method(s) of measuring (e.g. Likert scales, behavior counts), and all information on reliability and validity measures.
Level of detail
We categorized the instruments in two categories to differentiate in level of detail: 1. instruments collecting information with a low level of detail (dividing client and/or therapist behavior in two broad categories each), 2. instruments collecting detailed information (dividing client and/or therapist behavior in three or more categories each).
Results
The systematic literature search identified 406 potentially relevant papers. Many of these papers were not on MI, or were RCTs in which the process of MI had not been measured. Sixty papers were retrieved in full text for further evaluation, revealing seventeen instruments that were specifically designed to measure MI or aspects of MI (Table 1) . One instrument didn't meet the first inclusion criterion because it measures behavior change counseling (which does not strategically elicit change talk and develop discrepancy) instead of MI [19] . Three instruments are coding responses to scenarios, vignettes or simulated patients [20, 32, 39, 40] , and did not meet criterion 2. Two instruments measure through client opinion [22, 37] , and not through observations (criterion 3), and three instruments collect information with a low level of detail [21, 23, 36] (criterion 4). Finally, one instrument incorporates an other instrument (the MITI) to measure the MI-elements [35] . The eleven papers reporting on these ten instruments were excluded.
Fifteen papers reporting on the seven remaining instruments, met our inclusion criteria, and were included in this study (Fig. 1) . Each of these instruments may measure at least one potential active ingredient, and may contribute to measure this ingredient in the interactive MI-process. Table 2 presents the RoB of the included studies. In general there was a low RoB for sampling method, duration of training, and supervision. For more than half of the included studies however, the sample size of the sessions included to measure the inter-rater agreement leads to a high or unclear RoB.
Quality/risk of bias
Coding instruments
Below, we will review the seven included instruments on the ingredients they measure, how they measure these ingredients, and their psychometrics.
Global Rating of Motivational Interviewing Therapist (GROMIT)
The GROMIT [24] mainly concentrates on the relational ingredients, with an emphasis on MI-Spirit. It rates the therapist skill through fifteen 7-point scale-items, such as "The therapist directed the client's attention toward their own strengths". The extremes and the middle of the 7-point scales are defined: "Do not agree", "Somewhat agree", "Fully agree". The inter-rater agreement of the GROMIT-scales is fair to excellent [25] (Table 2 ).
Independent Tape Rating Scale (ITRS)
The ITRS [26] , consists of 39 items to be scored on a 7-point scale, and addresses several potential active ingredients. Its main focus is on the technical ingredients, measuring MI-consistent (MICO) and MI-inconsistent (MIIN) therapist behavior. Two items measure relational ingredients, and are directed at MI-Spirit and at empathic understanding. Finally, two items evaluate the clients' motivational level. There are also IRTS-items that do not assess MI, but assess general substance abuse counseling interventions, and general characteristics of the therapists and the clients [27] .
The twenty MI-items are scored on both adherence (1 = not at all, 7 = extensively) and competence (1 = very poor, 7 = excellent), leading to 42 scores including the two motivational level scores. The inter-rater agreement of those items is fair to excellent [26] (Table 3) .
Motivational Interviewing Process Code (MIPC)
The MIPC is a training tool that consists of two lists ("functional skills", "dysfunctional skills") [28] . Both lists combine items directed at technical and at relational ingredients. Each item must be scored at a 5-point scale, for which all points are defined. The authors computed the percentage of inter-rater agreement, and they found low percentage of agreement [28] (Table 2) .
Motivational Interviewing Skill Code 2.0 and 2.1 (MISC)
The MISC measures both therapist and client behavior [29, 30] . It measures the relational ingredients by 7-point Global Counselor Rating scales, evaluating the extent to which the therapist communicates acceptance, empathy and MI-Spirit, and by one Global Client Rating ("client self-exploration").
For the technical ingredients, the coder counts the utterances of the therapist [29] , and classifies these utterances in 19 categories that are either MICO (e.g. "reflect"), MIIN (e.g. "confront"), or neutral (e.g. "structure"). This also enables the coder to determine the therapist proficiency and the degree of intervention fidelity of the therapist, by calculating the summary scores of the MISC (e.g. percentage MICO responses).
Furthermore, the coder counts client responses (e.g. "expressing ability"), and determines the direction (towards or away from behavior change) of the change talk. For this, the MISC 2.0/2.1 incorporated the Commitment Language Coding System developed by Amrhein et al. [13, 29, 30] . All responses are categorized in eight codes for client behavior counts, reflecting the degree of the client's willingness, ability and readiness to change. The coding of the strength of client utterances is optional because in the MISC 2.0-version the reliability on these strength ratings was hard to establish [29] .
Though the inter-rater agreement for the global ratings varies between studies [15, 16, 43] , the high-quality study of Gaume et al. [16] , showed that the training in scoring of the global ratings may lead to a fair to good level of agreement. Other studies [15, 43] found mainly poor agreement on these global ratings (Table 2) .
In the MISC, behavior counts of therapist and client show the total number of codes that each coder has assigned to specific behavior categories. The inter-rater agreement of the separate behavior counts of the subcategories of MICO and MIIN showed a pattern of wide variation between studies. Again, the studies of Gaume et al. [16, 42] showed that training in the coding of separate MICO subcategories led to fair to excellent inter-rater agreement, while the coding of the MIIN behaviors are much more difficult to train, probably because of the rare occurrence of MIIN behavior in the coded sessions (poor to excellent) [16, 42] (Table 2) .
The eight client behavior codes are either change talk, sustain talk, or neutral. On these counts the ICC varied from good to excellent [42, 43] . The inter-rater agreement for the average of the strength ratings of client behavior varied from poor to excellent [15, 16] (Table 2) .
Motivational Interviewing Supervision and Training Scale (MISTS)
The MISTS is primarily a training tool [32] . The instrument measures both relational and technical ingredients. The technical ingredients are measured through eight categories of therapist behavioral counts (e.g. "simple reflection"), and by some of the sixteen global ratings. The other global ratings measure relational ingredients (e.g. "collaborating with client"), focusing on therapist behavior. One global rating is directed towards client behavior, and one rates the fidelity to MI..
The global ratings are scored on 7-point scales, with defined anchors on point 1, 4, and 7. The inter-rater agreement for the global ratings is fair to excellent [32] (Table 2 ). There is no information on the inter-rater agreement on the behavioral counts.
Motivational Interviewing Treatment Integrity (MITI)
In the introduction to MITI 3.1.1 [33] the authors underline that the MITI is designed as a treatment integrity and feedback instrument. The MISC, the "parent instrument" of the MITI, is more useful for detailed MI-process research [33] .
The recent 3.1.1-version of the MITI uses a random 20-minute section for coding and for scoring the global ratings. It measures relational ingredients by 5-point global rating scales. All anchors are defined on each scale. Technical ingredients are measured by therapist behavior counts, divided in eight categories. These categories focus on the most important therapist behaviors in MI. All above-mentioned measures contribute to calculate the summary scores, which reveal the proficiency and the fidelity in MI of the therapist.
Two studies [44, 45] evaluated the inter-rater reliability of the MITI 3.1.1. In one study, the ICC for the global ratings is 0.20 [45] . This poor inter-rater reliability is probably influenced by the limited variability in the scores on the global ratings. Kaplan et al. [44] found substantial inter-rater agreement for all global ratings, in this study the measures were recoded as a match if the difference between the raters was one point on the 5-point scale. The inter-rater agreement scores for the therapist behavior counts are all excellent in one study [45] , and poor to excellent in the second study [44] . These differences may be influenced by differences in coder training time (Table 2) .
Motivational Interviewing Sequential Code for Observing Process Exchanges (SCOPE)
The SCOPE was developed to code and investigate sequential information on MI [37] . The SCOPE elaborates on the MISC, and adds the coding of direction (positive, neutral, or negative) to the questions and reflections of the therapist [37] . The SCOPE measures technical ingredients in context: the impact of the therapist behavior on the client, and vice versa, is visible through the sequential coding. The coder uses 19 therapist behavior codes, and nine client behavior codes. It is also possible to compute the same summary scores as in the MISC, to detect the MI-proficiency and the fidelity of the therapist.
Three studies [46, 47, 50] have described the psychometric properties of the SCOPE. Two of these studies [46, 50] used the same sample, so the reliability of the SCOPE is computed in two studies [46, 47] . These studies computed the reliability of the SCOPE at utterance-to-utterance level. A sequential coding system is reliable only if different coders assign the same code to the same utterance, whereas the reliability of the MISC, in which the codes usually are counted, refers to the agreement on the total score at session level. In the first small study [46] , a moderate to good inter-rater agreement was found (Table 2) . For the second study [47] the authors reported an average Kappa of 0.75 with a range of 0.56-0.87 on the behavior categories [18] (Table 2) . Table 3 offers an oversight of the potential of the instruments to measure relevant information of MI-sessions.
Discussion
Our review suggests that a combination of instruments reliably measures different potential active ingredients of the interactive MI-process. According to Miller & Rollnick [7, 8] the three fundamental characteristics of MI are: "(1) a person-centered, non-authorian counseling style (…), and (2) a clearly identified change goal (…), and (3) differential evoking and strengthening of the person's own motivation for change." [8, p235] . This suggests that the relational active ingredients contribute to the first characteristic, and that the instrument should measure MI-Spirit, empathic communication, and client-therapist relationship. The technical active ingredients should contribute to the third characteristic, therefore, the instrument should measure the techniques and strategies to evoke and strengthen the client change talk and diminish sustain talk. The instrument should also measure the effect of these techniques and strategies on the client: does the change talk increase and become stronger? To assist in training and supervision of therapists by measuring the quality, fidelity and effectiveness of the MI sessions. To encode recorded and transcripted MI interactions between a therapist and an individual client, with a particular focus on the sequential information contained in the exchange between the parties, for the purpose of investigating the relationship between theoretical constructs important to MI, therapy process more generally, and client outcome. VASE/VASE-R (Video Assessment of Simulated Encounters) Rosengren et al. [38, 39] + − + + Five subscales on Reflective Listening, Responding to Resistance, Summarizing, Eliciting Change Talk, Developing Discrepancy. Together the five subscales comprise eighteen 3-point items.
To assess the overall MI skill and 5 MI microskills through video vignettes. ⁎ 1. The instrument specifically addresses measuring the execution of MI; 2. the instrument brings into focus one or more active ingredients in the MI-process, and/or its effect on client behavior; 3. the measurements are based on observations; 4. the instrument collects detailed information.
All instruments, except the SCOPE, measure potential relational active ingredients. These ingredients are measured by global rating scales, which are directed at MI-Spirit and at empathic understanding, although not always explicitly. None of the instruments has a direct measurement of the client-therapist relationship. And all instruments, except the GROMIT, measure potential technical active ingredients. Two instruments use global rating scales [26, 28] , three instruments measure the technical ingredients by behavior counts [29, 30, 32, 33] , and one instrument uses sequential coding [37] . Rating scales can only give an impression of the overall use of techniques (e.g. "Open ended questions" [26] ), and, therefore, they don't show the interactive process of the MI-session. Counts of therapist behavior provide insight into intervention fidelity and therapist proficiency. If the counts are linked to client behavior counts, they may show associations between the use of certain techniques and the proportion of client change talk and sustain talk. However, this doesn't reveal the immediate effect of therapist behavior on client behavior. For detailed process information, it is best that the order in which the behaviors of the therapist and the client occur has been retained. The sequential coding of the SCOPE provides this detailed information on therapist behaviors, on the impact on the client, and on adaptations of the therapists' strategies based on the client reactions. Also, the SCOPE reveals the direction of the questions and reflections of the therapist, which may facilitate interpretations on successful therapist strategies. The MISC can also be used for sequential coding, but the authors of the MISC advise the use of the SCOPE for sequential coding, as an instrument that reveals detailed information on the therapy process [29] . The MISC is the only instrument that measures the strength of client statements. Although it is hard to measure these strength ratings in a reliable way, several studies found associations between the strength of statements and client outcomes [13, 15, 16] , so strength rating adds extra detail to the measurement of client behavior.
In their paper on the impact of treatment fidelity on the (in)effectiveness of complex behavioral interventions, Miller & Rollnick [8] stress the importance of the deliverance of the right intervention content.
Therapist proficiency and intervention fidelity will probably enlarge the presence of active ingredients in the intervention, and therefore, though the quality of the MI delivered is not an active ingredient in itself, the measurement of the fidelity may help to interpret the research findings. Five instruments measure this intervention fidelity, by global rating scales [26, 32] or, more detailed, by summary scores [29, 33, 37] .
The active ingredients must be valid and reliably measured. The inter-rater reliability of three instruments is within acceptable range and is computed under circumstances with low risk of bias (Table 2) . Of these, the GROMIT and the MISC both measure potential relational active ingredients, but 14 of the 16 global ratings of the GROMIT reach a good inter-rater agreement [25] , while the inter-rater agreement of the four global ratings of the MISC is mostly fair [16] . The MISC and the SCOPE measure potential technical active ingredients. The reliability of the SCOPE on an utterance-to-utterance level is moderate to good. However, the research on the selected instruments is scarce. We found no studies establishing the validity of the GROMIT, MISC 2, and SCOPE. The studies we have found only concentrated on the reliability of the instruments. For the GROMIT, we found only one RCT in which the inter-rater agreement [25] of the GROMIT was established. For the MISC, the psychometrics on the MISC 2-versions rely heavily on the research by one research group [16, [40] [41] [42] . The studies on the SCOPE show moderate to good reliability, but this instrument has only been tested by its developers. In addition, it must be taken in account that reliably assessing the strength of client speech is difficult, and there is a wide range of the average strength ratings (ICC-range 0.38 to 0.78) [15, 16] . We could not find information on the reliability of strength coding on an utterance level. Finally, for statistical reasons, most studies have categorized the separate behaviors, but differ in the composition of these categories. These are limitations of the present state of the art, and, although it hinders the interpretation and the comparison of the psychometrics between different studies, most of the values of the psychometrics are in the same range. This means that they are trustworthy enough to rely on for a decision on the choice of a research instrument. Frequency therapist MI-inconsistent: .79 6 
Conclusions
In conclusion, the potential relational active ingredients can best be measured by the global ratings of the GROMIT, with global ratings of the MISC as an alternative option. The potential technical active ingredients can best be measured by the SCOPE, or by the MISC. These two instruments measure both therapist behavior and client behavior. The method of behavior counts though, employed by the MISC, offers less information than the sequential coding of the SCOPE. The SCOPE also makes the direction of therapist behavior visible, while strength ratings of client speech is only measured by the MISC. For the quality measuring of the intervention delivered, the summary scores of the MISC can be used.
We propose that future research applies a comprehensive approach to link the SCOPE as the only instrument for sequential coding, and the global ratings of GROMIT or of the MISC, the strength ratings of the MISC 2.1, and the summary scores of the MISC, to client outcomes. This can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of techniques, client-therapist relationship and empathic communication, which will lead to more effective use of MI, which in turn may lead to better outcomes for clients in clinical practice.
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